
 

         

 

25 years of Hetty Denen Foundation in a nutshell 

Part 3: Successful and not so successful! 

With our storyline “25 years Hetty Denen Foundation in a nutshell”, we have arrived in the time period, starting 2002. During 
this period, we are still actively involved in projects related to education and healthcare. The Shimabala school has been 
expanded with new classrooms and teachers' houses. The Health Clinic in Shimabala, built at the school site, has started its 
services. In addition, we help financially with the construction of a maternity clinic in Chilanga. All those projects have been very 
successful. As a way of saying thanks, the Shimabala community has changed the name from “Shimabala school” to “Hetty 
Denen school”. In a letter from the school principal, Mrs. Agness Malimba describes her gratitude for everything the people from 
the Netherlands have done for the community. In this letter Mientje Denen receives an invitation to come by and see everything 
with her own eyes. Because, writes Mrs.Malimba, since the school has been named “Hetty Denen”, we should get to know each 
other like family members; Mientje is the mother of all children in the school. A heartfelt and beautiful way to say thank you. 

Do you recall? The photo with the kids in school Uniforms, 
from part 1 of this series? Those children are the lucky 
ones. However, in Zambia there are many parents who do 
not have the resources to send their children to school. For 
these "left outs”, the ‘Buyantanshi Open Christian 
Community School’ (BOCCS) has been founded. This kind 
of school gives poor children a chance to attend a school to 
provide them with better opportunities to develop in 
society. The number of street children is reduced and it 
prevents them from crime. Children are provided a more 
or less normal structured life. And most of all, they offer 
hope and enjoyment to the poorest children in the 
community. The teachers are volunteers from the 
community with a high school diploma supplemented with 
a short course. We support BOCCS annually by donating an 
amount of which corn flour is bought. Recently Joost 
(chairman of the HDF) paid a visit to Marcus, our contact 
person at BOCCS. Below you find a brief description: 
Marcus met with us at the Waya location. This location has 
an interesting history. HDF has contributed significantly to 
the construction of the first two classrooms of this school. 

Waya is a so-called "compound" (poor neighborhood) on 
the outskirts of Kabwe. The school started in a location 
where there was a bar. The bar (called "beer hole") was 
promptly closed and this is where the current school was 
opened. Marcus told us that of the 8 schools operating 
under BOCCS in Kabwe, 6 have been taken over by the 
government. This is very positive. The school buildings look 
beautiful and are the center of community development. 
From the Waya location, daily meals for the orphans are 
sent to all of the other schools. Waya offers education for 
350 children from vulnerable families between the ages of 
6 and 13 years old (school year 1 to 7). In addition, years 8 
and 9 will be added now as well. There is also a scholarship 
granted to a number of children, to continue their studies.  
Currently, there are 24 young people with such a 
scholarship, and 6 of those are studying at the university. 
One has graduated already and works currently as a 
manager at a major farm. It was an interesting visit and we 
were pleased that our contributions were a good catalyst 
for Waya, to provide a good start. Successful!

  
However, we did not achieve all the goals we had in mind for our projects. An example 
of this is the goat project. In 2004, we bought 100 goats in cooperation with the Heifer 
Zambia foundation. We offered goats to the school (20 goats) and to the Shimabala 
women’s society (80 goats). Information and education was provided and we helped 
build a "sample stable" at the school so that stakeholders could learn how to care for 
these animals. Unfortunately, after one year all the goats had disappeared. Very 
unfortunate, this project was unsuccessful!  But thankfully we have learned from this 
and included our learning experiences for future projects. Continuing to monitor 
projects long term is essential. And in that, our foundation has certainly been 
successful!  

Finally, we would like to draw your attention to a video made by Hilde, Hetty's 
sister. This video can be found on the website www.hettydenenzambia.com. 
Hilde writes: “The video" I think of Zambia" is a short impression of a very 
moving and life changing experience, from my trip to Zambia in 2006. 
Children, anywhere in the world, have the same desire to play, to learn and to 
develop ... but certainly don’t have the same opportunities”. 
Do you also appreciate this series: “25 years of HDF in a nutshell” and would 
you like to help us to be able to accomplish even more projects? Please share 
these messages, donate and encourage your friends and family to donate as 
well. On behalf of all the children in Zambia: Thank you! 
Watch for week 4 of our history next week. www.hettydenenzambia.com  


